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Dear User of

RAINSON
Dear User of

RAINSON
We would like you to know how happy we are to see you in this huge family as a user of Rainson 
Air Rifles. Now you will be able to use your air rifle confidently and peacefully for many years by 
paying attention to the instructions and taking into consideration this handbook as an integrated 
part of your air rifle.

Using and maintaining your air gun as per the information included in this handbook will help 
you use your air rifle hassle-free and safely. Even if the warranty expires, you can share the any 
potential issues in your air rifle with us or provide your feedback. We would like to remind you 
that our after-sales team is waiting for you in order to answer
your questions and assist you.
We hope you will enjoy your Air Rifle.

Always use caution when operating this air rifle. Learn and obey the laws of your local 
municipality, state, and/or country. Demonstrate responsibility while using this air rifle. Please 
read the entire manual very carefully before use. Any damage or injury resulting from misuse or 
incorrect handling is the sole responsibility of the owner.

WARNING
Each Rainson PCP air gun contains pressurized air and should only be 

dismantled by a competent gunsmith. Otherwise, serious damage/
injury/death may be caused to you or others. The air rifle may also 

become damaged. Never attempt to dismantle the air tube or air 
gauge when the air tube is fully or partially charged. Serious injury 

/ death / damage may result if these instructions are ignored.

Use only factory manufactured pellets that are no longer 
than the thickness of the air rifle’s magazine.

RAINSON PCP air guns are designed specifically for 
use with dry compressed air. NO OTHER GAS OR 

GAS COMBINATION CAN BE USED.
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

These safety warnings are for your protection as well as the safety Of others.Disregarding 
information in this manual could result in Serious injury or death to you or those around 
you.

1. This air gun is recommended for adult use only. Misuse or careless use may result in serious 
injury or death. Dangerous within 600 Yards. (550 Meters)
2. Only use clean, dry compressed air to fill this air gun. The use of concentrated oxygen or 
other gases can cause fire or an explosion which may results serious injury or death and may 
cause damage to the product.
3. Only handle your gun in its safety position.
4. Never attempt to disassemble this rifle while it is charged. Failure to obey this instruction 
could result in personal injury or damage to the gun.
5. Never fire the rifle when it empties of air or when air cylinder is removed.
6. Treat every rifle as if it is loaded even if you know it is not loaded.
7. Always carry the rifle so that the direction of the muzzle is under control, even if you stumble. 
8. Always be sure of your target and what lies behind it before firing your rifle.
9. Never leave a loaded rifle unattended.
10. Beware of targets that tend to cause ricochets.
11. It is recommended that eye protection is worn when charging the cylinder.
12. Always use caution when operating this rifle.
13. Learn and obey the laws in your location.
14. Be responsible in your use of this weapon.
15. Learn how your air gun operates and practice safe gun handling procedures before loading 
and using it.
16. Always use eye & hearing protection and make bystanders use the same. Failure to do so 
may result in eye injuries and permanent hearing loss.
17. Do not point at anything you do not intend to shoot even though the gun is unloaded. Always 
keep the gun pointed in a safe direction.
18. Never pull a gun toward you by the muzzle.
19. Before you fire, consider where the pellet will travel should you miss your intended target, 
thus ensuring no damage or harm could result.
20. Always aim at a safe target, taking care that it does not conceal any other object.
21. Be sure of your target before you pull the trigger. Never shoot at sounds.
22. When shooting, always have a safe shooting range, that is; have a safe area for shooting 
a safe distance between you and the target, and a safe backstop to trap the pellets and hold 
the target.
23. Do not fire at a target, which allows ricochets or deflections. Do not fire into or at water.
24. Do not fire at or near power lines or insulators. Be especially careful in wooded areas where 
power lines may not be as visible.
25. Do not load the gun until you are ready to shoot.
26. Always keep your fingers away from the trigger & muzzle during cocking and handling.
27. Do not walk, run or jump when carrying a loaded or cocked air gun. A loaded or a cocked 
gun should never be carried inside a vehicle, house, camp or public place. Never climb a tree 
or fence or jump a ditch with a loaded gun. In such a case, first unload it and hand the gun to a 
friend or place it on the ground on the other side of the obstacle before crossing yourself.
28. Do not put the gun away loaded and unattended.
29. Air guns should never be used under the influences of alcohol or drugs
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GENERAL

9 8

62

1012

4 531
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NO PART NAME NO PART NAME

1 Adjustable Pad 8 Air Tube Pressure Gauge

2 Pad Adjustment Screw 9 Stock

3 Safety Button 10 Regulator Adjustment Screw

4 Receiver 11 Adjustable Trigger

5 Charging Handle 12 Regülator Pressure Gauge

6 Barrel 13 Recoil Pad

7 Air Tube 14 Power Adjustment Button
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MECHANICAL SAFETY

The safety button is located on the right side of the receiver and must be manually 
moved to the desired position by the shooter.

**Safety button should not be moved before cocking the side lever

Only handle your gun on its safety position.

SS
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LOADING THE MAGAZINE

Rotate the magazine cover to the arrow direction until the cover hits the last 
point. And, switch the first pellet to the first gap.

Once the first pellet prevents the rotation of the inner drum, move the cover on the 
contrary direction and fill the magazine.

1 2

43
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MAGAZINE PLACEMENT

Pull the charging handle and place the magazine to its collet using its slide. Be sure 
that pull the charging handle before removing the magazine.

Magazine Slide

Charging Handle
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FILLING THE AIRTUBE

The filling outlet is located under the stock. You have to use Rainson filling probe to 
fill your air gun. The rifle may be filled from a diver’s bottle or a suitable compressor.
MAXIMUM SAFE WORKING PRESSURE (SWP):250 bar

POWER ADJUSTMENT

Power of the air can be adjusted from “Power Adjustment Button” which is located on 
the left side of the gun.

Power Adjustment Button

Inlet Valve
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REGULATOR ADJUSTMENT

Regulator pressure can be increased by turning the regulator screw counter-
clockwise and decreased by turning it clockwise. Do not attempt to reduce regulator 
pressure if the air bottle is pressurized. The pressure can be increased while air bottle 
is pressurized however it is strongly recomended to increase the pressure while air 
bottle is not pressurized.

REMOVING THE AIR TUBE

The air tube of the EDGE can be removed from the gun. Rotate the air tube to the 
counter clockwise direct on and remove the tube.

Regulator Pressure Gauge

Regulator Adjustment Screw
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BARREL DISASSEMBLY and ASSEMBLY

Loosen the barrel fixing set screw. Then carefully remove the barrel with light force. 
When reassembling the barrel, pay attent on to the direct on of the slots of the fixing 
set screw and the air hole.

Barrel Fixing Set Screw
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GENERAL PARTS

2

4 3

1

PART NO PART NAME PART NO PART NAME

1 Receiver 3 Air Group

2 Barrel 4 Stock
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RECEIVER PARTS
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RECEIVER PARTS CODE LIST

PART NO PART CODE PART NO PART CODE

101 EG.RC.101 127 EG.RC.127

102 EG.RC.102 128 EG.RC.128

103 EG.RC.103 129 EG.RC.129

104 EG.RC.104 130 EG.RC.130

105 EG.RC.105 131 EG.RC.131

106 EG.RC.106 132 EG.RC.132

107 EG.RC.107 133 EG.RC.133

108 EG.RC.108 134 EG.RC.134

109 EG.RC.109 135 EG.RC.135

110 EG.RC.110 137 EG.RC.137

111 EG.RC.111 138 EG.RC.138

112 EG.RC.112 139 EG.RC.139

113 EG.RC.113 140 EG.RC.140

114 EG.RC.114 141 EG.RC.141

115 EG.RC.115 142 EG.RC.142

116 EG.RC.116 143 EG.RC.143

117 EG.RC.117 144 EG.RC.144

118 EG.RC.118 145 EG.RC.145

119 EG.RC.119 230 EG.RC.230

120 EG.RC.120 265 EG.RC.265

121 EG.RC.121 280 EG.RC.280

123 EG.RC.123 281 EG.RC.281

124 EG.RC.124 283 EG.RC.283

125 EG.RC.125 284 EG.RC.284

126 EG.RC.126
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BARREL and BARREL SHROUD

217
214
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130

PART NO PART CODE PART NO PART CODE

136 EG.BR.136 210 EG.BR.210

198 EG.BR.198 211 EG.BR.211

207 EG.BR.207 212 EG.BR.212

208 EG.BR.208 213 EG.BR.213

209 EG.BR.209 214 EG.BR.214
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AIR TUBE GROUP
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PART NO PART CODE PART NO PART CODE PART NO PART CODE

130 EG.TB.130 162 EG.TB.162 181 EG.TB.181

138 EG.TB.138 163 EG.TB.163 182 EG.TB.182

141 EG.TB.141 164 EG.TB.164 183 EG.TB.183

146 EG.TB.146 165 EG.TB.165 184 EG.TB.184

147 EG.TB.147 166 EG.TB.166 185 EG.TB.185

148 EG.TB.148 167 EG.TB.167 186 EG.TB.186

149 EG.TB.149 168 EG.TB.168 188 EG.TB.188

150 EG.TB.150 169 EG.TB.169 189 EG.TB.189

151 EG.TB.151 170 EG.TB.170 190 EG.TB.190

152 EG.TB.152 171 EG.TB.171 191 EG.TB.191

153 EG.TB.153 172 EG.TB.172 192 EG.TB.192

154 EG.TB.154 173 EG.TB.173 193 EG.TB.193

155 EG.TB.155 174 EG.TB.174 194 EG.TB.194

156 EG.TB.156 175 EG.TB.175 195 EG.TB.195

157 EG.TB.157 176 EG.TB.176 196 EG.TB.196

158 EG.TB.158 177 EG.TB.177 197 EG.TB.197

159 EG.TB.159 178 EG.TB.178 292 EG.TB.292

160 EG.TB.160 179 EG.TB.179

161 EG.TB.161 180 EG.TB.180
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STOCK

PART NO PART CODE PART NO PART CODE

215 EG.ST.215 224 EG.ST.224

216 EG.ST.216 225 EG.ST.225

217 EG.ST.217 226 EG.ST.226

218 EG.ST.218 227 EG.ST.227

219 EG.ST.219 228 EG.ST.228

220 EG.ST.220 229 EG.ST.229

221 EG.ST.221 282 EG.ST.282

223 EG.ST.223

229

215

216
217

218

219

220

221

221
223

223

224

226
227

228

282

225
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MAINTENANCE
Warning!

Never attempt to disassemble this rifle when its charged, except for removal and 
replacement of the air cylinders. Never fire the rifle when the air cylinder is removed 
or empty. Failure to obey this instruction could result in serious injury/death and 
damage to your air rifle.

Never lubricate inside the barrel as this will affect the accuracy & grouping of the 
rifle in negative manner.

Occasionally apply proper mineral-based Oils sparingly to the following parts:

•The trigger mechanism The pellet probe The cocking lever sliding surface

•The stern of the magazine pin and the magazine release. The magazine axis hole 
and the outer O-ring.

DO NOT OVER-LUBRICATE THE RIFLE!

•It is recommended to clean the barrel with a cleaning rod every 500 shots. Never 
lubricate inside the barrel.

•Before you begin Oiling or cleaning your air gun, always check to make sure its 
unloaded.

•Always be sure your gun barrel is clean and not blocked.

•After cleaning ensure that no cleaning patch or other obstruction remains in the 
barrel.

•Annually, take your air gun to a gunsmith even if it seems to be working well, since 
some issues in your gun may not be apparent from external examination.

•Take your air gun to a gunsmith if water, sand, etc. enters the internal mechanism 
of the gun for complate cleaning.

•Dangerous conditions may occur if you do not keep your air gun clean and working 
property.
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